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I WAS JUST THINKING -  My people skills are just fine.  It's my 

tolerance to idiots that needs work.  

 EDITOR’S RANT   

It used to be that one could expose a latent genetic stupidity 

trait and after a while it might actually get forgotten unless 

you were a habitual moron. Those days are history. Anything 

stupid that you have done in the past decade or inthe 

decades to come, will live on in infamy, ready to jump up and 

snatch any hope of dignity or advancement in life whenever 

an opportunity presents itself. How many political wannabe’s 

have we seen unceremoniously flushed down the party toilet 

at all levels of the world’s second oldest profession? In this 

federal election, we have had “Pee-Gate” when a candidate 

was caught  by a TV camera as he urinated in a client’s 

coffee cup. We had another Canadian candidate hurl F-

bombs at the Pope!  Yet another was making crank calls 

imitating a mentally challenged person and faking an orgasm! 

This just a sampling of what has allowed some candidates’ to 

issue contrite apologies while others were simply fired. Sadly, 

there are treasures like these to be found in every party’s 

camp. And sadly, I’m sure there will be plenty more before 

October 19
th
. 

So far, nothing we have seen resulted from silly errors in 

judgement during a candidate’s wild and crazy teen years. It 

is the stupid acts by adults that turn up in social media and 

elsewhere every day. There is nowhere to hide anymore. The 

hard truth of today is that your past and your NOW will find 

you very quickly. Facebook is not your friend!                  



  (Rant contd.) 

Forest Gump‘s mother gave him the line... ”Stupid is as stupid does.” I think it applies 
here. 

In my younger days, I was approached a couple of times to consider seeking political 
office. I declined because I felt my skin was too thin and I would be too inclined to tell 
the truth – a fatal flaw in political circles these days. Mr. Harper and probably the 
other leaders of today would call that a “stupid” flaw.  Now I know it was a wise 
decision. Sooner or later a bit of this bulletin material would no doubt be dredged up 
and I would be drummed out of the band in shame and remorse. Oh well, I think I’m 
having more fun doing this than pandering to a fickle public anyway. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                  

 
 



DISTRICT VIII WEB SITE: 

In case you missed it, Jim Copeland has done a fine job on the District VIII website. When you 

check it out, it looks familiar to those of us who are now getting used to the Sherwood Park 

one but of course, it is tailored to the district. Jim has offered to help other clubs get their web-

sites up and running or be  revamped for more effective communication.  We have been so for-

tunate to have Jim and Doug Porter  as our special resources in this area. 

Governor Allan Pentney invites you to check the District website out. http://district8.gyro.ws  It 

will give you a broader perspective of what Gyro is about.  

 

LAST SOCIAL GATHERING: 

I had hoped to have pictures of the Summer Picnic/BBQ but Brenda Kropp’s offerings disap-

peared into the ether only to reappear magically a couple of days ago. Here is a sample of the 

day, for the record—better late than never.  Thanks, Brenda. 
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION…. 

SANTA’S TAKING A BREAK 

The verdict is in. After polling the membership 

over the past couple of weeks, Richard Dickin-

son has come to the conclusion that there is no 

longer sufficient support to continue with our 

Kids’ Christmas Party. Although an annual fa-

vourite for many years, our age demographics 

 

seem to have caused our participant numbers to 

dwindle significantly over the past couple of 

years. There is no evidence to indicate that San-

ta has retired however. His major run on 

Christmas Eve is still scheduled, according to 

reliable sources.  

FOUNDERS NIGHT COMING 

Each year Gyro clubs everywhere recognize the 

fraternity’s founders with a special night. It 

has been a local tradition for the Sherwood 

Park  and Edmonton clubs to alternately host 

such a night. It is Sherwood Park’s turn invite 

the Edmonton club and the Edmonton Cross-

roads Club  to Each year the Edmonton Gyro 

Club and our own club take turns organizing 

this special evening. from the Edmonton Club 

and the Edmonton Crossroads Club to join us 

for fellowship and remembering  the how, why 

and purpose of our fraternity,  

 

 

founded 103 years ago. This year is also quite 

special for our own club as October 4, 2015 will 

mark the club's 40th year in Gyro. 

Founder's Night this year will be held on 
Wednesday, October 28, 2015 at the German 
Canadian Club starting at our usual time of 
6:00 pm for no host cocktails followed by din-
ner at 7:00 pm. A short program will follow 
dinner. Members afe requested to notify Bill 
Austin at billkaustin@gmail.com or Don Greig 
at donandcory@gmail.com  of their attendance 
plans by October 21, 2015. 

 

 

 

GYRETTES MEET 

Susan Climie reports that nineteen Gyrettes 

kicked off the new season at the Good Buddy 

restaurant on September 23rd. They had a 

guest speaker, Nancy Rohachuk, who told of 

her Dragon Boat adventures at the local, na-

tional and international levels. Hers was an 

emotional and spiritual journey that began 

seventeen years ago when she developed breast 

cancer. 
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HEALTH AND WELFARE: 

President Bill and others have already spread the news, but in case you missed it, Charter 
Member and the club’s first treasurer, Ted Cuthbertson, passed away on September 14th. 
Notice of the funeral on Friday, Sept. 25th at 1:00 PM, St. Thomas Anglican Church, # 4 
Raven Drive Sh. Pk. We extend our sincere sympathy and thoughts to Ted’s family. 

Larry and Kathy Klaus are the thrilled and proud grandparents of a baby boy, Jackson. He 
was born on August 17th and weighed in at 6 lbs 13 oz. Congrats to all and welcome to 
this wonderful world, Jackson. 

Following recent thyroid surgery, Carol Delveaux is feeling well, is in great spirits and 
looks forward to a full recovery. 

 

NEXT MEETING: Northlands Horse Racing September 30th 

This oft rescheduled event is finally leaving the starting gate on Sept. 20th. The $50 per 

couple entry fee includes dinner which is served at 5:30 and a program. It is followed at 

6:30 by a bunch of horses charging around an oval in front of you, leaving joy and anguish 

in their wake. Sound like fun? Of course it does. Peter Sachatsky should have received 

news of your plans to attend by now. 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE FACT:  If you took all of the veins from your 

body and laid them end to end, you would die. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

LAST MEETING: Horseshoe September 16th 

The throwing of the shoes went off without a hitch. There was even a bit of late sunshine 

after 72 hours of dicey weather leading up to our gathering at the South Cooking Lake 

pits. Thanks go to Sid who kept the Slade Sheet organized until the winners were de-

clared and to Jim Copeland and his team who brought us all out and treated us to a new 

pizza-free menu of pulled pork or turkey on a bun, and cookies. The array of beverages 

remained the same. When the dust had settled, Bernie Kropp and Roger Delveaux 

emerged on top of the B side and the 2015 Grade A Shoe Chuckers were Bill Carter and 

Al Gordon.    

 

                                    A Ringer ?!                                                                                Fishing for horses?  

 

                  “Second best” team of Kropp and Delveaux                                Stuck with the trophy for the year—Team Carter and Gordon 



MEANWHILE IN CANADA  

 

 

 

 

 

     
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        A Harley biker is riding by the zoo in Winnipeg, Manitoba when he sees a little girl leaning into the lion's cage. Suddenly, the 

lion grabs her by the collar of her jacket and tries to pull her inside to slaughter her under the eyes of her screaming parents. 

    

The biker jumps off his Harley, runs to the cage, and hits the lion square on the nose with a powerful punch.  

   

Whimpering from the pain, the lion jumps back letting go of the girl; and, the biker brings her to her terrified parents who thank 

him endlessly.  A reporter had watched the entire event.  

   

The reporter said to the Harley rider, 'Sir, this was the most gallant and brave thing I've seen a man do in my whole life.'  

    

The Harley rider replies, 'Why, it was nothing, really, the lion was behind bars.  I just saw this little kid in danger and acted as I felt right.'  

   

The reporter says, 'Well, I'll make sure this won't go unnoticed.  I'm a journalist, you know, and tomorrow's paper will have this story on the 

front page.  So, tell me, what do you do for a living and what political affiliations do you have?'  

   

The biker replies, 'I'm a Canadian Soldier and a Conservative.'  

  

The journalist leaves.  

   

The following morning the biker buys the paper out of curiosity to see if it, indeed, brings news of his actions, and reads, on the 

front page:  

  

  CANADIAN SOLDIER ASSAULTS AFRICAN IMMIGRANT AND STEALS HIS LUNCH!  



 

 

MORE CANADIAN STUFF 

 



 

A  POX  ON  THEM  ALL ! 



HOW FAR WE’VE COME  (or gone?) 

This bulletin would not have made the cut! 



MEANWHILE NOT IN CANADA: 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

    

 

                          Don’t hold back, Garrison. How do you really feel? 

 

 



COOL STUFF / WIERD STUFF Dept. 

            “Anti-pervert stockings” 

                               There’s hope for us yet, lads. 



SNICKERS AND  GUFFAWS 

 

  

 

 

 

     Must be Dog’s kid brother …. the smart one 



ANIMAL INSTINKS     

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
   

 

 

 

    

                 

   



Your Gyro Friendship thought of the week: 
        

And the last word: 

After a summer at the lake, returning to reality is always a challenge... 
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